ABSTRACT: Proteins are of crucial importance in all biologic organisms, in terms of both structure and function. Their deficits play central roles in many pathologic states, and their potential as powerful therapeutic agents has been widely recognized. Many issues, however, exist in delivery of biologically active proteins to target tissues and organs. Recent advances in biomedical engineering have lead to development of advanced techniques for controlled delivery of peptides and proteins, paving the way for their efficient use in treating human injury and disease. With a particular emphasis on most recent advances, this review discusses currently available techniques for controlled delivery of proteins and considers future research directions. 
B
ioactive agents are the pillars of therapy for human disease. Throughout much of history, active substances have been prepared and ingested in the form of unpurified natural extracts, guided by little more than anecdotes and intuition. Modern science, however, brought with it an understanding of the principles of biochemistry, molecular biology, and genetics. These advances in basic sciences have elucidated the complex relationships that govern health and disease. Although, conceptually, the most basic approachdelivery of bioactive agents to correct pathologic processeshas remained largely unchanged, today the choices of pharmacologic agents and their targets are guided by scientific evidence. Furthermore, developments in genetic engineering, combinatorial chemistry, and high-throughput pharmacologic screening techniques mean that 21st century biomedical scientists and clinicians have at their disposal large numbers of novel agents. There is an almost limitless potential for developing new, individualized agents-designed for targets specific to a person-a trend that will likely lead to emergence of personalized medicine.
PROBLEMS EXIST IN DELIVERY OF BIOACTIVE AGENTS
For an agent to be effective, it must reach its biologic target. This is often a challenging problem in a living organism. Therefore, despite the above mentioned scientific advances, a disparity is still present with respect to the existence of bioactive agents that are effective in vitro, and those of them that produce desired effects in vivo in practical and reproducible ways. In other words, agents that work well in cell culture are not always useful in human clinical applications. This problem is partly reflected in the fact that even though research and development investments have increased, the numbers of drugs approved by the FDA for human use have remained largely the same (1) . There are several principal reasons why an agent that is biologically effective in vitro may prove to be ineffective and impractical for human clinical use (2) . Some of these failures arise from the biologic differences between model organisms and humans, and from failures of experimental paradigms. Not considering these two issues, however, a number of other factors may complicate in vivo use of therapeutic agents. Poor solubility in aqueous media, a particular concern with hydrophobic agents, presents one of the most common problems encountered in the delivery of bioactive agents. Liposome and micelle-based delivery systems (3) help ameliorate this problem by dissolving lipid soluble agents in their hydrophobic core while maintaining solubility in plasma and extracellular fluid as a function of their hydrophilic exterior. Many watersoluble agents, on the other hand, undergo rapid breakdown, because of environmental factors such as ionic strength, pH, or inactivation by enzymes present in the organism. In this case, a delivery system can protect an agent by physically sequestering and isolating it from the unfavorable environment, or preventing enzyme access. Examples of delivery systems used to achieve this include micro-and nanoparticles, which encapsulate the labile drug (4, 5) . Similarly, when dealing with an agent that is toxic and causes local tissue destruction on administration, such as doxorubicin (6) , delivery systems can protect the organism from the drug by regulating its release rate and ensuring that it is released primarily upon reaching its desired site of action. Ways of achieving this include the use of micro-and nanoparticles, as well as implantable hydrogels and polymer matrix delivery systems (7, 8) . In addition to local toxicity, an agent can also exhibit a high volume of distribution, due to plasma protein binding, adipose tissue sequestration, or high hydrophilicity. Delivery systems described above can also serve to decrease the apparent volume of distribution, thus lowering the doses needed and preventing the accumulation of an agent in normal tissues where it may be toxic. Poor pharmacokinetic profile of an agent also affects the dosage and the administration profile that are required to achieve needed concentrations in plasma. For drugs that are rapidly cleared by the kidney or inactivated by the liver, using a micro-or nanoparticulate delivery system, or a locally targeted reservoir can significantly lower clearance and ameliorate the need for high doses or prolonged infusion times. Conversely, pharmacodynamics of a bioactive agent are, by definition, not changed through the use of drugdelivery techniques in the strict sense of drug-receptor interaction dynamics. However, controlled drug delivery still plays an important role in situations where an agent has an unfavorable pharmacodynamic profile. For example, higher local concentrations of an agent can be created through selective targeting or depot delivery, making it possible to achieve desired biologic effects even in the face of low agent-target affinity. Finally, an issue that has recently received significant attention concerns the lack of selectivity of bioactive agents for their desired targets. It arises when molecular mechanisms targeted by an agent are not unique to diseased tissues or cells, and the solubility and the pharmacokinetic profile of the agent in question result in indiscriminant delivery to healthy tissues. This is of particular concern in cancer and immune chemotherapeutics, where such agents tend to produce significant side effects, thus limiting the acceptable dose range and duration of treatment. Bioengineered-delivery systems, which will be described in more detail later, are being developed to specifically target desired tissues or cell types, in a process known as active targeting.
PROTEINS ARE POWERFUL THERAPEUTICS
Proteins are fundamental participants in virtually all biologic processes. As such, they represent potentially powerful therapeutic agents. Biologically active proteins with potential for therapeutic delivery include growth factors, hormones, antibodies, and antigens (9) .
Tissue engineering will likely assume a unique place in the forthcoming wave of new personalized therapies. Although bioactive agents can reverse or correct certain types of pathologies, or trigger tissue self-repair in certain cases, there are a large number of patients for whom the only answer lies in the ability to replace tissues or whole organs irreparably damaged by injury or disease. For these patients, traditional approaches have included some combination of autologous grafting, xenoand allotransplantation. However, these therapies are problematic due to low availability of replacement tissues, their limited durability, and a requirement for life-long immunosupression in case of allotransplantation.
It is increasingly well understood that new tissue growth, both in vivo during development and in vitro in tissue engineering applications is a complex process requiring an exact spatial and temporal interaction between cells, threedimensional extracellular matrix (ECM), mechanical forces, and numerous signaling proteins (such as mitogens, growth, transcription, and apoptotic factors). Controlled proteindelivery systems represent a crucial method for achieving spatial and temporal concentration profiles of signaling proteins in the extracellular niche of newly developing tissues. (12), they have been harnessed for local delivery of numerous agents [for review, see (13)]. Materials that have been established and characterized for use in solid scaffold protein-delivery methods include primarily poly(L-or D,L-lactic acid) (PLLA or PDLA) and its various copolymers with poly(glycolic acid), i.e., poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA). Other polymers, such as poly(epsilon-caprolactone) have also recently been used to construct microporous matrices used as drug-delivery devices (14) . Other polymers or factors, such as poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) (15) and heparin (16) have been used in conjunction with these materials to solve the problems of cell adhesion, coagulation, and nonspecific adsorption of other proteins onto the implanted matrix. The most straightforward method for introducing proteins into a matrix for delivery is by directly including them into the polymer architecture during the manufacturing process. However, problems often occur when the processing of the polymer matrix requires steps that can compromise the protein. For example, certain polymer matrices rely on water-soluble substances to create pores of a desired size during their production (17) . These porogens are then dissolved by an aqueous solvent to reveal the pores in the matrix. However, this step can also elute water-soluble proteins from the scaffold. Similarly, strong ionic solvents or high-temperature processing can denature the proteins. To circumvent this issue, several approaches have been developed. Mooney and coworkers (18) have used highly pressurized carbon dioxide as a solvent, followed by a rapid decrease in pressure, which lead to bubble formation and the formation of pores within the scaffold. The resulting decrease in salt porogens that were required meant that the loaded protein was compromised to a much lesser extent. Another approach involves freeze-drying an emulsion of PLGA polymer solution in methylene chloride and an aqueous phase containing the protein of choice (19) . Rapid sublimation of solvents results in a porous PLGA matrix with the associated protein. Another way to introduce porosity is to use porogens that can be removed by moderate heat, such as solid lipids and hydrocarbons, making the use of a water solvent unnecessary (20) . In tissue-engineering applications, electrospinning is a commonly used method of producing polymeric scaffolds: it is a process that employs a strong electric field to produce fibers with nanoscale diameters. Briefly, a polymer solution is delivered into an electric field at a known rate, causing the resultant polymer jet to be attracted to a grounded collector. As the solvent rapidly evaporates, solid fibers are deposited on the collector in the form of nonwoven fabric. Electrospun scaffolds can be engineered to serve as protein-delivery systems by introducing a protein into the polymer solution that is being delivered into the electric field (21) , or by designing a coaxial spinneret which makes it possible to spray a protein solution into the electric field in parallel with the polymer (22) . The latter approach results in hollow fibers that contain the protein in their core.
Instead of direct incorporation of the protein into the scaffold itself, premade matrices can sometimes be surface-coated with protein solution. Notably, however, this approach is inefficient due to the small amounts of protein that can be attached in this manner, and their unpredictable release properties. Some attempts have been made to advance surface coating techniques, including the introduction of an additional polymer layer on top of the protein layer (23) . Another method, known as the layer-by-layer technique, relies on electrostatic interactions between alternating layers of positively and negatively charged polyelectrolytes and proteins, which are used to coat the surface of a polymer (24) . Under aqueous conditions encountered in a cellular environment, the electrostatic interactions are disrupted, leading to the release of the protein from the polymer surface.
A strategy conceptually distinct from direct inclusion of proteins into the matrix architecture is the incorporation of a separate protein release system into the structural scaffold (Fig. 1C) . Micro-and nanoparticle-based delivery vehicles lend themselves particularly well to this approach. Using the techniques that will be described in the following section, proteins are first encapsulated into particles, whereas the scaffolds are produced in a separate process. An advantage of this approach is that protein is never exposed to the harsh conditions sometimes used in the preparation of scaffolds. However, the additional problem of attaching the proteinloaded nanoparticles to the polymer matrix is created. The most commonly used techniques for accomplishing this task involve the chemical cross-linking of the matrix polymer (24), use of inorganic cements (25) or the application of solvent evaporation techniques (26) . The ultimate result of these manipulations is that the protein-carrying microparticles are physically immobilized within the fibers of the scaffold. In addition to these approaches that rely on physical attachments, novel techniques involving surface modification of nanoparticles are currently being pursued as means of providing mechanisms for chemical linkage. In one recent study, biotin-(PEG)-amine was attached to the surface of PLGA nanoparticles, introducing the potential to harness the biotin-avidin interactions to attach protein-loaded nanoparticles to other substrates (27) .
Finally, proteins can be chemically tethered to the surface of the polymer (Fig. 1B) . Depending on the specific surface chemistries of polymers, this can be achieved by the introduction of plasma-and radiation-induced radical side chains into the polymer (28), hydroxyl group modification (29), custom side-chain polymer synthesis (30) , aforementioned biotin functionalization (27) , and the use of PEG-poly(propylene glycol) block copolymers as means of immobilizing large proteins (31) . A recent development concerns the development of polymers that have amine-and thiol-reactive chemistries on their surfaces (32) , and can therefore be used to bind several different proteins from solution-a property potentially useful for cell patterning in tissue engineering. Surface tethering is not useful for proteins that need to be soluble or have to reach targets inside the cell to be active. Development of strategies to include cleavable constructs is an active area of investigation. As an example, proteins such as epidermal growth factor (33), insulin (34) , and nerve growth factor (35) have successfully been attached to surfaces although retaining their biologic activity.
HYDROGELS ARE USED AS PROTEIN DELIVERY SYSTEMS
Hydrogels differ from the solid scaffolds described in the previous section in one important aspect: they are threedimensional matrices built of hydrophilic polymers, and have very high water content (upwards of 50%, rising to 90% in some highly swollen systems) (8) . High water content imparts a unique property to hydrogels, which, while macroscopically solids, behave like aqueous solutions on a microscopic scale (36) . As a result, the diffusion of molecular species, including water-soluble proteins, within a hydrogel is only limited by their size with respect to the space between individual crosslinked polymer elements (37) . Hydrogels have been created from a variety of polymers including collagen, gelatin, fibrin, hyaluronic acid, alginate, chitosan, and dextran (8) . Notably, these polymeric proteins and polysaccharides are (or resemble) constituents of the extracellular matrix. Construction of ECM-like materials is common in tissue-engineering applications, both due to their mechanical properties and the fact that they provide important mimicry of the natural extracellular environment (Fig. 2) . In addition to natural polymers, hydrogels made from synthetic polymers have also been investi- gated, including those based on poly(ethylene oxide), poly-(acrylic acid), and poly(vinyl alcohol) (8) . Given their biocompatibility, which is a consequence of high water content and the nontoxic polymers used in their production, as well as their consequent importance in tissue engineering, it is not surprising that hydrogels are also widely used as proteindelivery devices (37) . Because of the high water content, it is often difficult to control the rate of release of agents from hydrogels. Individual polymer chains are cross-linked in hydrogels in two principal ways. They can be physically cross-linked, analogous to the entanglement of fibers, or they can be linked through chemical bonds between the polymer units. Physically cross-linked hydrogels tend to break down by simple dissolution, whereas chemically linked ones are dependent on hydrolysis or enzymatic action for degradation (12) . Because the rate of protein release from hydrogels is dependent on both the diffusion through the matrix and the rate of hydrogel degradation, it can be controlled by varying the density and nature of cross-links between the polymer chains of the hydrogel (12) . A variety of manipulations have been used to modify the degree of crosslinking and control release rates. These techniques have been reviewed elsewhere (8) , with a few examples including UV light, thermal processing, glutaraldehyde cross-linking, and Michael-type additions.
Proteins can be incorporated into hydrogels in several ways. When proteins are directly incorporated into the hydrogels, they interact with the polymer units and their release profile is dependent on the strength of these interactions. There are soluble factors that are known to interact with particular types of polymers, an important consideration in the design of hydrogel-based protein release systems. A well-known example is the vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and its synergistic interaction with alginate (38) . Most of the time this direct approach results in an initial burst release, followed by some low level prolonged release over time. As described previously, release can sometimes be modulated by cross-link modification, but care must be taken because the procedures used to enhance cross-linking may be detrimental to the protein itself. Using this approach, epidermal growth factor (39), human growth hormone (40) , ciliary neurotrophic factor (41), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (42) , and neurotrophin-3 (43) have been delivered in various models.
When more robust release profiles are required, a separate protein-delivery system, such as protein-loaded micro-or nanoparticles, may be added to the hydrogel (Fig. 1D) . This approach significantly changes the release profile of the system as a whole, as it makes it dependent on both the degradation and release properties of a separate polymer carrier, and the subsequent interaction with the hydrogel matrix. Consequently, finer control over protein release is theoretically possible, as cross-linking of the hydrogels and the production parameters of the particles can be controlled independently. For example, in cartilage-engineering applications, one group incorporated transforming growth factor ␤1 in gelatin microparticles into an oligo(poly(ethylene glycol) fumarate) gel (44) , while investigators who delivered it using PLGA microparticles in a PEG-based hydrogel (45) obtained different release profiles. Other examples of this approach include use in bone regeneration, where insulin-like growth factor I encapsulated in PLGA microparticles was placed into an alginate-tricalciumphosphate hydrogels (46) and delivery of VEGF from alginate microparticles incorporated into collagen/fibronectin hydrogels for new vessel formation (data not published).
Direct attachment of proteins to the polymer chains of hydrogels has also been achieved. For example, using covalent linking, transforming growth factor ␤1 was attached to PEG hydrogels, leading to increased mechanical strength of engineered smooth muscle (47) .
MICRO-AND NANOPARTICLES PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN PROTEIN DELIVERY
Proteins can be encapsulated into microscopic spherical constructs that act as protein carriers and delivery systems (Fig.  1A) . Micro-and nanoparticles are produced from a number of nondegradable and degradable polymers, of both synthetic and natural origin. Particles that are 1-100 m in diameter are generally considered to be microparticles, whereas particles 1-100 nm in diameter are nanoparticles (12) . Size is important. In addition to altering the rate of protein release, due to different surface-to-volume ratios, smaller particle size is especially desirable for applications where intracellular uptake [for review, see (48) ] or the crossing of the blood-brain barrier (49) is desired. For example, it has been shown that 100 nm particles are taken up by cells 2.5 times more readily than microparticles 1 m in diameter (50) .
Some authors differentiate nanocapsules, in which a distinct polymer membrane surrounds a vesicular space that contains the agent, from nanospheres, which consist of a homogenous spherical matrix with the agent dispersed throughout its volume (5). Because nondegradable materials carry risks arising from their toxicity and potential persistence in the body, micro-and nanoparticles are generally made from biodegradable polymers (51) . Polyesters are most commonly used, such as poly(L-lactic acid), poly(glycolic acid), poly(epsiloncaprolactone), and especially PLGA copolymers, as lactic and glycolic acid are easily metabolized in the citric acid cycle (48) . Several preparations using PLGA microparticles are currently FDA approved and used clinically (52). Natural polymers for particle preparation have included both proteins (e.g., collagen, albumin, gelatin) and polysaccharides (e.g., alginate, chitosan, dextran, hyaluronic acid) (4). Proteins can be encapsulated using a number of techniques. The choice of a particular technique depends on properties of the polymers being used, the characteristics of the protein being delivered, and the desired release profile. Production methods have been addressed by other reviews in more detail (4, 5) , but the most commonly used ones are reviewed here. Double emulsion method uses an aqueous buffer containing the protein to create a water/oil emulsion with the polymer dissolved in an organic solvent, typically dichloromethane. After the emulsion is achieved by homogenization or sonication, it is transferred into a water-based medium, usually containing poly(vinyl alcohol) as a stabilizer, where a double water/oil/water emulsion is again created. As the organic solvent is removed by extraction, vacuum, or heat, particles containing the protein are created. The main advantages of this method are the use of a mild aqueous solvent; reasonable encapsulation efficiencies are often, but not always, obtained. The size of the particles can be influenced by changing the conditions, such as the speed of homogenization. In spray drying, protein in a solid form (i.e., lyophilized) must be added directly into a volatile organic solution of the polymer, where it is distributed using a homogenizer. Using heated air, the mix of the polymer and the protein is atomized, whereby microspheres (typically 1-100 m in diameter) are formed due to rapid solvent evaporation. They are usually isolated in a cyclone separator, making this technique more challenging and expensive. Finally, phase separation is sometimes used. In this method, silicon oil is used to reduce the solubility of the polymer in dichloromethane solution that also contains dispersed lyopholized protein. This causes encapsulation into particles, which are then hardened and washed with heptane.
Proteins are released from micro-and nanoparticles due to a combination of diffusion through the polymer matrix and the degradation and dissolution of the particle itself (52) . There is also usually an initial release (or "burst") of the protein adsorbed on the surface of the particle. The degradation profile and crosslink density of polymer chains that determines diffusion both depend on attributes such as individual polymer molecular weights, copolymer ratios, and their resulting glass transition temperature, crystallinity, and hydrophilicity (4). It therefore follows that drug-release profiles can be controlled through modification of these properties and the manufacturing process.
Micro-and nanoparticles have been used to deliver a wide array of soluble proteins for different applications in various systems, both in vitro and in vivo (Fig. 3) . Some of the more important applications have included delivery of encapsulated antigens for vaccination, enzymes, and hormones as potential therapeutic agents, as well as growth factors and mitogens in tissue-engineering constructs. As examples, inactivated Group B Streptococcus antigen with a CpG adjuvant delivered by PLGA microcapsules has been shown to induce a more robust antibody response than a nonencapsulated antigen (53) . Notably, however, PLGA nanoparticles themselves have been found to have adjuvant properties, for example, when delivering staphylococcal enterotoxin B toxoid (54) . Some other antigens shown to induce immunity when encapsulated in PLGA microparticles have included the tetanus (55) and diphtheria (56) toxoids.
Attempts to improve native tissue regeneration and bioengineering of novel tissues in the laboratory have relied heavily on delivery of encapsulated growth factors. For example, basic fibroblast growth factor encapsulated in gelatin microspheres induced the formation of collateral circulation in a rabbit ischemia model (57) , whereas recombinant human vascular endothelial growth factor (rhVEGF) promoted local angiogenesis when delivered using PLGA microspheres (58) . Other growth factors, including insulin-like growth factor I (59), recombinant human epithermal growth factor (rhEGF) (60) and bone morphogenetic protein-2 (61) are being also investigated.
As an example of microparticle-mediated protein delivery for human therapeutic applications, Breuer and coworkers have recently developed PLGA microspheres that release parathyroid hormone for the treatment of hypoparathyroidism (62) . Similarly, it has been shown that delivery of pigment epithelium-derived factor from PLGA microparticles protects retinal ganglion cells from transient ischemic injury (63) . In addition, insulin (64) , recombinant human erythropoietin (rhEPO) (65) , prolidase (66) and interferon-␣ (67) have also been delivered through micro-or nanoencapsulation for therapeutic purposes.
PROTEIN DELIVERY METHODS ARE BECOMING MORE SOPHISTICATED
One challenge faced by tissue engineers arises from the complex cellular environment that is required for proper growth and functioning of tissues. It is now well understood that developmental signals consist of numerous factors orchestrated in a specific spatial and temporal sequence. As such, controlled protein-delivery systems provide a way to deliver multiple soluble proteins at different rates and, potentially, in a different spatial orientation to mimic the native developmental environment as closely as possible. Mooney and coworkers have shown an advantage for guiding a formation of a mature vascular network when two distinct mitogens, VEGF and platelet-derived growth factor, are delivered at different rates from a single structural polymer scaffold (18), by using a combination of direct inclusion of VEGF into the PLGA matrix and the incorporation of platelet-derived growth factor encapsulated in PLGA microparticles. The same group has since demonstrated similar advances in muscle (68) and bone (69) regeneration. One of the most important advances in the field of controlled drug delivery is micro-and nanoparticle surface modification. Surface modification can turn a protein-carrying particle into a customized delivery package, with enhanced ability to interact with biologic tissues or cells. Some of the surface modifications being tested include the attachment of targeting antibodies, cellular uptake ligands, and moieties that improve biocompatibility or diffusion through tissues. Novel methods are being developed for the attachment of ligands to the particle surface; the reader is pointed to several extensive reviews for more information (48, 70, 71) .
There are several surface modification approaches that deserve special mention. A significant problem in particulate drug-delivery systems concerns the interactions of the polymeric carriers with the proteins and other constituents of the extracellular environment, leading both to decreased biocompatibility and impaired diffusion. This unwanted interaction has serious implications with respect to the efficiency and spatial distribution of delivered drugs. One of the most powerful surface modification methods for minimizing these interactions to have emerged is addition of PEG, also called PEGylation. PEGylation has been shown to significantly increase the circulation time for proteins in the blood (72) and diffusion constants of proteins in tissues (73) . PEG is a highly hydrophilic flexible polymer that effectively ensures hydration and water shielding of polymeric particles, a method that has been increasingly used in protein delivery [for review see (74) ]. One of the most promising recent developments in the field has centered on the concept of targeted delivery of bioactive agents to diseased tissues, known widely as "the magic bullet" (70) . With the problems arising from nonspecific delivery of drugs and proteins into tissues, which include large volumes of distribution and toxicity (described earlier in this article), much attention has been paid to finding ways to deliver agents of choice only to tissues where effects are desired. A typical example includes cancer chemotherapy. Tumors tend to display enhanced permeability due to the vascular and ECM changes, which leads to some level of accumulation and retention of particulate delivery vehicles. This is known as the enhanced permeability and retention effect, and is an example of passive targeting (75) . However, to achieve efficient and reproducible targeting of proteins and chemotherapeutics, a more sophisticated method is often needed. A major way for achieving this "active targeting" has included surface modification of nanoparticles with tissue-specific ligands (70) (Fig. 4) . What about monitoring the distribution of agents delivered using particulate delivery systems? Recent developments have included the attachment of contrast agents (e.g., gadolinium diethylene triamine pentaacetic acid lipids) to the surface of PLGA particles rendering them detectable by magnetic resonance imaging [for review see (76) ].
BIOENGINEERED SYSTEMS FOR CONTROLLED DELIVERY REPRESENT IMMENSELY IMPORTANT TOOLS FOR THERAPEUTIC DELIVERY OF PROTEINS
The recent advances in the field have improved our ability to deliver proteins in efficient and specific ways. Although many challenges remain, this rise of sophistication has already had significant impacts in the development of therapeutics and bioengineered tissues for treating human injury and diseaseand will bring many more. shown interacting with rhodamine-loaded PLGA nanoparticles (red) that were surface modified with a ligand specific to dendritic cells. The stronger red signal represents rhodamine nanoparticles outside the cells, whereas the diffuse red signal originates from nanoparticles taken up by the cells. The image was kindly provided by Demento and Fahmy, Yale University.
